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- Smita introduced Aditi, and general introductions 
- overview of the organization (MCF) and the program
- MCF-RTI project background and coverage 
   - Project spanning across all districts of Uttrakhand, expect one
- Presentation walk through of the current state, progress, and issues with the 
project
   - Case studies and pictures from the RTI workshops and meetings
   - Details of facilitator workshops
- Parivartan and other organizations have been helping with project
- Strong partnership with CIO office has helped the project, besides support 
from other organizations
- Need to frame the right questions for proper answers since govt may be still 
reluctant to give all info
   - Framing the correct RTI application was the biggest learning
- Children workshop with Dr Mehtani (writer of RTI) and Dr Tolia (CIO)
- Survey difference between before and after RTI workshop in various districts; 
Shows considerable improvement
   - Data generally represents high percentage of RTI awareness
   - Sample set of survey varied but the pattern seems to be consistent
   - RTI percentage in various districts collected by children associated with 
MCF-RTI project
   - Categorized data of RTI applications filed 
- Penalization for delays in responding to RTI application does happen but in 
very limited way
- There is no formal followup mechanism right now for the first and second 
appeal for files RTI applications
   - There is also no direct tracking of how many files RTI applications were 
sufficiently replied to
   - RTI application response goes directly to the requested home address
   - collection of data for inspection by MCF or partners is difficult
- Various issues are apparent in implementation of RTI
- Some partners were less motivated to work on RTI because of possible 
conflict of interest
   - Some organizations are already working with the government office(s)
   - RTI channel may jeopardize their relationship with the government office
   - Not a very good sign in general, but, a practical reality amongst NGOs in 
the region
- Image of RTI as a weapon or possibly a report card against government 
department/official
   - MFC-RTI project has always deliberately positioned it just as a means to 
get information
- There are thoughts of re-doing the RTI act
- 19 partners; 104 villages; 3682 children; 479 RTIs filed; 
- Q (Anshu): Do these kids pass it on to other kids? 
   - So it is happening child to adult more than child to child
- Q (Anshu): Any facilitators to continue 
   - Partner ensures this. 



   - (Amit): Probably do something like RTI mobile booth in Kanpur
- Q (Meenakshi): Plans to work with adults? 
   - In future probably...make kids go home and discuss with adults thereby 
involving them

- PIO official may be missing in some government offices and RTI applications 
are not routed correctly as required by law
- General questions around sustaining the momentum and expanding the reach 
to masses in general

- Training on how to file a RTI
   - Volunteers cited interest in learning how to file an RTI 
   - Aditi gave a brief rundown of how to draft an RTI application using an 
example letter
   - Specific questions need to be asked. Multiple questions can be asked in one 
application. Including officer names
   - Specify the period so that you do not get generic questions
   - Different states have different rates for RTI applications
   - Can do it online, but technicalities not known
   - 10 Rs has to be in form of postal order, dd


